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Adult-Acquired Flatfoot Deformity and Age-Related Differences in Foot and Ankle Kinematics During the Single-Limb Heel-Rise Test

During the 4 stages of adult-acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFDD), care is mostly commonly sought by patients at stage 2, at which both symptoms and foot deformity begin to impair functional ability. Stage 1 AAFD is marked by pain and swelling along the posterior tibial tendon, without foot deformity. Stage 2 AAFD is characterized by degeneration and elongation of the posterior tibial tendon, as well as flatfoot deformity, including damage to the midfoot joint capsules (eg, talonavicular and naviculo-cuneiform) and associated ligaments (eg, spring ligament). Operative care is typically indicated at stage 3, when the flatfoot deformity becomes fixed, and at stage 4, when deformity progresses to the ankle joint. Foot deformity associated with AAFD can result in decreased stability of the midfoot, which is needed for the efficient transfer of force from the rearfoot to the forefoot. Thus, stage 2 is a critical time for nonoperative interventions. At this stage, therapeutic interventions that lead to increased midfoot stability may result in improved midfoot function and less strain on the posterior tibialis tendon during daily tasks. Clinical data suggest that individuals with AAFD exhibit impaired ability to perform a single-limb heel rise. The single-limb heel rise requires joint angles and moments similar to those of walking. During the terminal stance phase of walking, the foot supinates in preparation for the next gait cycle.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Cross-sectional laboratory study.

**OBJECTIVE:** To compare single-limb heel-rise performance and foot-ankle kinematics between persons with stage 2 adult-acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFDD) and healthy controls.

**BACKGROUND:** The inability to perform a single-limb heel rise is considered a positive functional diagnostic test for AAFD. However, which foot motions contribute to poor performance of this task are not known.

**METHODS:** Fifty individuals participated in this study, 20 with stage 2 AAFD (mean ± SD age, 57.6 ± 11.3 years), and 15 older participants (age, 56.8 ± 5.3 years) and 15 younger participants (age, 22.2 ± 2.4 years) without AAFD as control groups. Forefoot (sagittal plane) and rearfoot (sagittal and frontal planes) kinematics were collected using a 3-D motion analysis system. Heel-rise performance (heel height) and kinematics (joint angles, excursions) were evaluated. One-way and 2-way analyses of variance were used to examine differences in heel-rise performance and kinematics between groups.

**RESULTS:** Individuals with AAFD and older controls demonstrated lower heel-rise height than those in the younger control group (P < .001). Persons with AAFD demonstrated higher degrees of first metatarsal dorsiflexion (P < .001), lower ankle plantar flexion (P < .001), and higher subtalar eversion (P = .027) than those in the older control group. Persons with AAFD demonstrated lower ankle excursion (P < .001) and first metatarsal excursion (P < .001) than those in the older control group, but no difference in subtalar excursion (P = .771).

**CONCLUSION:** Persons with stage 2 AAFD did not achieve sufficient heel height during a single-leg heel rise. Both forefoot and rearfoot kinematics in the sagittal plane, as opposed to the frontal plane, contributed to the lower heel height in participants with stage 2 AAFD. Older controls demonstrated lower heel-rise height than younger controls, indicating that clinical expectations of heel-rise performance may need to be adjusted for age. J Orthop Sports Phys Ther 2014;44(4):283-290. Epub 25 February 2014. doi:10.2519/jospt.2014.4939
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for push-off. Supination creates a more rigid midfoot, allowing the foot to function as a lever to transmit plantar flexor force from the rearfoot to the metatarsal heads and propel the body forward. In terminal stance, persons with stage 2 AAFD demonstrate signs of midfoot instability, as indicated by reduced forefoot plantar flexion (PF) compared to that of healthy controls. Due to similar loading of the foot during walking, reduced forefoot PF also may impair the ability of individuals with AAFD to perform a single-limb heel rise.

The single-limb heel rise is often used as a test of plantar flexor endurance by counting the maximum number of repetitions at a specified heel-rise height. However, the heel-rise height that individuals with AAFD achieve has not been investigated. To date, foot and ankle kinematics in persons with stage 2 AAFD have only been evaluated during the bilateral heel-rise test. A previous study by Houck and colleagues found that individuals with unilateral AAFD achieved similar bilateral heel-rise height, as well as similar forefoot (first metatarsal relative to calcaneus) and rearfoot (calcaneus relative to tibia) PF excursions, to that of healthy controls. However, the heel-rise height in persons with AAFD was achieved with the forefoot in significant pronation. Given the higher loads associated with a single-limb heel rise, it is unclear whether persons with AAFD would continue to generate sufficient forefoot and rearfoot motion from a pronated foot position to achieve a similar heel height relative to controls. Further, if individuals with AAFD are unable to achieve a specified heel-rise height, it is unknown whether abnormal forefoot or rearfoot motions contribute to a lower height.

Although impaired single-limb heel-rise performance is often associated with AAFD, age may also influence performance and foot-ankle kinematics. For example, it has been reported that older adults have a more pronated foot posture than younger adults. In addition, older adults have less forefoot and ankle excursions than younger adults. Finally, while there is controversy over what defines a normal number of heel rises in healthy young adults, it is clear that the number of heel rises declines with age, suggesting that endurance is impaired. In addition, it is not clear whether heel-rise height also declines with age. Because the peak incidence of AAFD occurs at 55 years, age may contribute to the difficulty individuals with AAFD experience with a heel rise. Recognizing this issue, most studies that have evaluated foot-ankle kinematics in AAFD have used age-matched controls. Therefore, comparing younger and older controls will clarify whether restoring foot-ankle kinematics to that of a young adult is a reasonable clinical goal for older persons with AAFD.

The purpose of this study was to compare heel-rise performance, as well as forefoot and rearfoot kinematics, between persons with stage 2 AAFD, older controls, and younger controls. The first hypothesis was that individuals with AAFD would demonstrate lower heel-rise height compared to older controls. The second hypothesis was that, when compared to older controls, individuals with AAFD would demonstrate lower first metatarsal PF and higher ankle PF in the sagittal plane, and lower subtalar inversion in the frontal plane), and (2) lower sagittal plane and frontal plane excursions (lower first metatarsal and ankle excursions in the sagittal plane, and lower subtalar excursion in the frontal plane). The third hypothesis was that older controls and younger controls would exhibit similar differences in heel-rise performance and foot-ankle kinematics (joint angles and excursions).

**Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty individuals with stage 2 AAFD and 30 individuals without AAFD volunteered to participate in this study. Individuals with AAFD were...
included if they were diagnosed with stage 2 AAFD by an orthopaedic surgeon. A clinical diagnosis of stage 2 AAFD was defined using 2 criteria, one related to tendinopathy and the other to flatfoot deformity. Participants had to have at least 1 of the following signs and symptoms of tendinopathy along the posterior tibial tendon: (1) tenderness to palpation, (2) swelling, or (3) pain with the unilateral heel rise. In conjunction with tendinopathy, participants in the AAFD group also had to demonstrate at least 1 sign of flexible flatfoot deformity (deformity could be passively corrected in a non-weight-bearing position), including (1) excessive forefoot abduction, (2) midfoot collapse, or (3) rearfoot abduction during standing. Persons were excluded from the AAFD group if they could not perform a heel rise (were unable to lift the heel off the floor) or had other foot conditions (eg, plantar fasciitis, insensitive feet) or a history of foot or ankle surgery.

Demographic, self-report, and clinical measures were tabulated to describe the sample characteristics (TABLE 1). The revised Foot Function Index, a valid and reliable self-report measure of foot function, was used to describe functional status. The arch height index (AHI) was calculated for all participants to determine foot posture. Briefly, the AHI was calculated by dividing the height of the dorsum of the foot by the truncated foot length (defined as the length from first metatarsal joint line to the back of the heel). Butler and colleagues reported a normal AHI (90% weight bearing) to be $0.34 \pm 0.03$. A lower AHI represents a lower dorsum height in proportion to the truncated foot length, indicating a flatter foot posture.

A control group of 15 older adults similar in age to the AAFD group (50 to 65 years of age) and a control group of 15 younger adults (18 to 30 years of age) were recruited to examine the potential effect of age on heel-rise kinematics in healthy adults (TABLE 1). Because AAFD is more common in women, both control groups were recruited to provide a sample of 70% to 80% women (TABLE 1). Persons were excluded from the control groups if they had a lower extremity injury in the past 6 months, a history of foot or ankle surgery, or pain with a unilateral heel rise.

Given the sample size and a minimum power of 80%, the study was designed to detect differences between groups of variable magnitudes, depending on the analysis performed. For peak heel-rise height normalized to truncated foot length, the sample size allowed for detection of a 10% difference between groups. For the comparison of AAFD versus older controls, we estimated the ability to detect differences of 6°, 4.5°, and 3° for first metatarsal PF/dorsiflexion (DF), ankle PF/DF, and subtalar inversion/eversion, respectively. For the comparison of younger versus older controls, we estimated the ability to detect differences of 3°, 3°, and 2° for first metatarsal PF/DF, ankle PF/DF, and subtalar inversion/eversion, respectively. All subjects were informed of the study procedures and signed a consent form approved by the University of Rochester Research Subjects Review Board and the Ithaca College All College Review Board for Human Subjects Research.

Kinematic Measurements

A 5-segment foot model, which included the hallux, first metatarsal, second to fourth metatarsals, calcaneus, and tibia, was used to collect kinematic data (FIGURE 1). First metatarsal kinematic variables were defined by first metatarsal motion relative to the calcaneus. Ankle and subtalar kinematic variables were defined by calcaneal motion relative to theibia in the sagittal and frontal planes, respectively. Each segment was tracked by a set of 3 infrared markers on a thermoplastic molded platform, which was attached to the skin with double-sided adhesive tape. The error associated with skin-mounted markers in comparison to bone-mounted markers has been reported to be ±2.3° in the sagittal plane for the first metatarsal, and ±2.6° and ±2.3° in the sagittal and frontal planes for the calcaneus, respectively. Kinematic data were collected at a rate of 60 Hz from a 6-camera, 3-D motion-capture system (Optotak; Northern Digital Inc, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada).

Force data were collected at a rate of 1000 Hz from a single force plate (model 9286; Kistler Group, Winterthur, Switzerland). Kinematic and force data were synchronized through MotionMonitor Version 7.24 software (Innovative Sports Training, Inc, Chicago, IL). Consistent with a previous study, digitized points were used to establish an anatomic coordinate system for each segment, with the $y$-axis oriented superior/inferior (positive is superior), the $x$-axis oriented anterior/posterior (positive is anterior), and the $z$-axis oriented medial/lateral (positive is toward the subject’s right). A digitized point at the base of the heel was used to estimate heel height during the heel-rise test. A fourth-order, zero-phase-lag, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz was used to smooth kinematic data. A Cardan $z$-$x$-$y$ sequence of rotations was used to calculate relative joint angles according to the standardization procedures suggested by Cole et al.

Procedures

Participants were instructed to perform unilateral heel rises by lifting the heel as high as possible at a comfortable pace over a 5- to 15-second interval. To minimize discomfort and maximize peak heel height, participants stopped once they...
completed at least 3 repetitions (range, 3-8 repetitions). To assist with balance, participants were given fingertip-to-hand support. The difference in vertical ground reaction force between flatfoot stance and peak heel rise was assessed to determine if the AAFD group used more support. On average, the vertical ground reaction force in the AAFD group changed by a mean ± SD of 15.3% ± 11.4% body weight (range, 3.1%-35.1%), whereas the control group changed by 2.6% ± 1.8% body weight (range, 1.2%-8.9%). The greater change in vertical ground reaction force in the AAFD group suggests that these individuals used greater fingertip-to-hand support. However, the load on the foot for all groups during the single-limb heel rise was still substantially higher than that of a bilateral heel rise, which has been reported to range from 28% to 58% of body weight.11

Due to differences in foot posture between groups (see AHI values in Table 1), a common position between groups was needed to compare joint angles. The subtalar neutral position served as a common position for all subjects and was considered “0” for all joint-position kinematic variables. The examiner was an experienced physical therapist who was reliable in performing subtalar joint neutral positioning. The examiner’s test-retest reliability in the AAFD group (n = 8) and control group (n = 15) was as follows: first metatarsal PF/DF, intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] = 0.984 and standard error of measurement [SEM], 0.79°; ankle PF/DF, ICC = 0.933 and SEM, 1.2°; subtalar inversion/eversion, ICC = 0.963 and SEM, 0.59°. The error from the current study is similar to that of previously published studies (2 SEMs of 2.4° or less for all variables).11,12 The examiner guided the subject from a relaxed standing posture to a subtalar neutral position by instructing the subject to raise or lower the arch of the foot until the medial and lateral sides of the talar head were equally prominent based on palpation. The subject maintained this position while 1 second of kinematic data were collected. Joint angles during the unilateral heel rise were reported in relation to the subtalar neutral position.

A similar first metatarsal PF angle in the subtalar neutral position was achieved between groups (younger, −26.8° ± 4.7°; older, −29.6° ± 5.4°; AAFD, −30.4° ± 8.6°; 1-way analysis of variance [ANOVA], P = .285). Additionally, average ankle PF and subtalar inversion angles in the subtalar neutral position were similar between groups (1-way ANOVA pairwise comparisons, P > .05), indicating that the relative “0” position defined for each group was equivalent for all planned comparisons.

Data Analysis
To compare kinematic values between subjects, data were normalized to the heel-rise cycle (101 points). At least 3 heel-rise cycles, defined by ankle motion in the sagittal plane, were averaged for analysis. To eliminate the influence of different foot lengths on heel-rise performance, height was normalized to truncated foot length (Table 2). Truncated foot length was defined as the length from first metatarsal joint line to the back of the heel. Similar to a previous study,11 2 points of the heel rise were used for analysis: (1) the midpoint of the preparatory phase, defined by peak ankle DF, which occurred at approximately 15% of the heel-rise cycle; and (2) the peak of the rising phase corresponding to maximum ankle PF. The preparation phase represented the point in time when the foot was transitioning from one heel rise to the next. The peak heel rise was the point in time when the foot reached maximum height. Excursion was defined as the difference in joint angle between the preparation and rising phases. There were no significant kinematic differences between the left and right sides of control subjects, thus the left side was arbitrarily chosen for comparison.

Statistical Analysis
To test the first hypothesis related to heel-rise performance, a 1-way ANOVA was used to examine differences between groups. If the ANOVA was significant, pairwise comparisons were used to test which groups differed from each other. To test the effect of disease on performance, the AAFD group was compared to the older control group. To test the effect of age on performance, the older control group was compared to the younger control group. Pairwise comparison between AAFD and younger controls was not conducted due to the confounding effects of disease and age.

The second and third hypotheses regarding group differences in sagittal and frontal plane kinematic variables were assessed using (1) 2-way, mixed-effects ANOVAs (3 groups by 2 phases) for peak joint angles and (2) 1-way ANOVAs for joint excursions. This analysis was repeated for each kinematic variable of interest. For all ANOVAs, significant main
or interaction effects were followed by least-significant-difference procedures to determine significant pairwise comparisons (AAFD versus older controls and older controls versus younger controls).

To examine whether demographic variables (eg, gender and body mass index) should have been included as covariates in the ANOVAs, associations among demographic variables and foot-ankle kinematic variables were examined by group (Pearson correlation coefficients). There were no significant associations among demographic and kinematic variables for all 3 groups. All analyses were performed with SPSS Statistics Version 20.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). Statistical significance was defined as a 2-tailed $P$ value of .05 or less for all analyses.

**RESULTS**

Normalized Heel-Rise Height

The ANOVA comparing normalized heel-rise height between groups was significant ($P<.001$) (Table 2). Pairwise comparisons revealed that the AAFD group exhibited lower normalized heel height than older controls ($P<.001$). Also, the older control group demonstrated lower normalized heel height than the younger control group ($P = .014$).

Peak Joint Angles

There was a significant group-by-phase interaction for first metatarsal PF ($P<.001$) (Table 3). Pairwise comparisons showed that during the preparation-phase point (15% of heel-rise cycle), the AAFD group demonstrated higher first metatarsal DF compared to older controls ($P = .005$). At peak heel rise, the magnitude of the difference between groups increased as the first metatarsal plantar flexed in older controls, whereas the first metatarsal in the AAFD group remained in a dorsiflexed position (pairwise comparisons, $P<.001$). The older and younger control groups demonstrated no significant differences in first metatarsal joint angle during either phase of the single-limb heel rise (pairwise comparisons, $P>.05$).

There was a significant group-by-phase interaction for ankle PF joint angle ($P<.001$) (Table 3). Pairwise comparisons revealed that during the preparation phase, the AAFD group exhibited lower ankle DF than older controls ($P = .016$), and at peak heel rise the AAFD group demonstrated lower ankle PF than older controls ($P<.001$). Although there were no significant differences between the 2 control groups during the preparation phase, the older control group demonstrated lower ankle PF at peak heel rise compared to younger controls ($P = .001$).

Excursions

The ANOVAs comparing sagittal plane first metatarsal and ankle excursion between groups were significant ($P<.001$) (Table 4). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that the AAFD group exhibited significantly lower first metatarsal ($P<.001$) and ankle ($P<.001$) excursions than older controls. Similarly, the older control group demonstrated significantly lower first metatarsal ($P = .042$) and ankle ($P = .007$) excursions than the younger control group. There were no differences in subtalar joint excursions between groups (Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

The novel findings of this study are that heel-rise height and foot-ankle kinematics during the single-limb heel rise differed between individuals with stage 2 AAFD and older controls. These findings differ from a previous study that evaluated foot and ankle kinematics during a double-limb heel-rise test, suggesting that the increased load of the single-leg heel rise can influence heel-rise height and foot-ankle kinematics. In the current study, individuals with AAFD exhibited lower single-limb heel height and lower fore-
foot and rearfoot excursions compared to the older control group. In agreement with previous studies evaluating foot kinematics, the finding of lower first metatarsal PF underscores the role of midfoot instability in impaired heel-rise ability. The low ankle excursion was consistent with the premise that excessive rearfoot PF diminishes the ability of the ankle to contribute to a heel-rise height in persons with AAFD. These kinematic findings emphasize the importance of developing clinical approaches to rectify abnormal kinematics of the forefoot and rearfoot. In addition, those in the older control group demonstrated lower heel height than those in the younger control group, suggesting that clinical expectations for older patients may need to be adjusted for age.

Previous studies have quantified the normal number of heel-rise repetitions for plantar flexor endurance, yet a criterion to define a minimum heel-rise height has not been reported. This is important because heel-rise height may be indicative of the presence of AAFD. Consistent with previous studies, participants with AAFD had difficulty performing the single-limb heel rise. Previous studies used the number of repetitions of a heel rise (more an endurance than a strength test) rather than heel-rise height to assess performance. The findings of the current study suggest that normalized heel height may be an additional metric during a single-leg heel rise to evaluate (1) calf strength and (2) foot function (see discussion below).

The altered forefoot and rearfoot joint angles in persons with AAFD were consistent with achieving a lower heel height. During the preparation phase of the heel-rise cycle, individuals with AAFD exhibited greater first metatarsal DF, lower ankle DF, and greater subtalar inversion than older controls (TABLE 3). These findings confirm that persons with AAFD transition between heel rises in a more pronated foot posture compared to older controls. On average, the AAFD group did not achieve first metatarsal PF at peak heel rise (5.7° first metatarsal DF) and achieved marginal ankle PF (mean, −3.2°). In contrast, the older controls achieved 11.7° of first metatarsal PF and 12.7° of ankle PF at peak heel rise. Parallel to the findings related to peak joint angles, reduced excursions also were observed in the AAFD group. The AAFD group displayed 37.1% less first metatarsal excursion and 42.4% less ankle excursion compared to older controls (TABLE 4).

Consistent with clinical reports, persons with AAFD demonstrated subtalar inversion joint angles throughout heel-rise performance (TABLE 3). Because the subtalar inversion excursion was relatively small (approximately 7°), it is possible that differences in subtalar joint angles were not detected, given that skin-tracking errors have been estimated to be 2° to 3°. Additionally, subtalar excursion was not significantly different between groups, reinforcing the lack of consistency in subtalar inversion as a sign of AAFD. Although two thirds of the subjects with AAFD failed to demonstrate subtalar inversion during the heel rise, one third of both the younger and older controls also failed to demonstrate subtalar inversion at peak heel rise (FIGURE 2). Taken together, the small magnitude and inconsistency of rearfoot inversion that characterized the AAFD group suggest that rearfoot inversion during a heel rise is of questionable clinical utility in assessing dynamic foot function in persons with AAFD.

Similar to a previous study using the bilateral heel-rise test, the forefoot and rearfoot joint angles in the current study were biased toward foot pronation in persons with AAFD when compared to controls. However, evaluation of the single-limb heel rise led to more marked differences in heel-rise performance and kinematics. Houck and colleagues reported that persons with AAFD demonstrated no differences in bilateral heel-rise height or foot and ankle excursions compared to controls. Yet, in the present study, there were marked differences among groups in heel height and sagittal plane excursions. For example, Houck et al reported that approximately 50% of AAFD participants achieved some degree of first metatarsal PF during a bilateral heel rise. In contrast, only 30% of participants with AAFD achieved first metatarsal PF in the current study (FIGURE 2). The significance of this finding is highlighted by the fact that nearly all control subjects (younger and older) achieved first metatarsal PF. Thus, under a higher load, the forefoot and rearfoot did not attain sufficient excursion in persons with AAFD to achieve a heel-rise height comparable to controls.

The identification of abnormal kinematics consistent with AAFD may motivate strategies to stabilize the midfoot in participants with AAFD. For example, alterations in forefoot kinematics associated with AAFD may stimulate the

### TABLE 4: Joint Excursions by Group From Preparation Phase to Peak Heel Rise*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Younger (n = 15)</th>
<th>Older (n = 15)</th>
<th>AAFD (n = 20)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagittal plane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First metatarsal excursion</td>
<td>25.8 ± 12.2°</td>
<td>19.4 ± 6.4°</td>
<td>72 ± 6.6°</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle excursion</td>
<td>32.6 ± 6.6°</td>
<td>26.2 ± 6.3°</td>
<td>11.1 ± 6.3°</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal plane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtalar excursion</td>
<td>73 ± 3.4</td>
<td>6.8 ± 2.8</td>
<td>6.6 ± 3.1</td>
<td>.771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated.

†Older controls different from younger controls based on pairwise comparisons.

‡AAFD different from older controls based on pairwise comparisons.

Abbreviation: AAFD, adult-acquired flatfoot deformity.

[FIGURE 2: Joint excursions by group from preparation phase to peak heel rise.]
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development of exercises that result in improved forefoot PF. Currently, studies evaluating exercises targeting the forefoot and its mechanics are limited. In contrast, emphasis on rearfoot frontal plane control or specific exercise for the posterior tibialis muscle has been high. Similarly, orthotic strategies typically emphasize rearfoot control as opposed to forefoot control for patients with AAFD. Yet, the findings of the current study, along with the study by Houck et al, indicate that abnormal sagittal plane kinematics of both the forefoot and rearfoot need to be considered.

There were few kinematic differences between the older and younger control groups. The lower ankle PF in the older control group was the primary kinematic difference and likely contributed to the lower heel-rise height between these 2 groups. On average, the older control group exhibited 12% less peak heel-rise height than the younger control group. Although these findings suggest an age-associated decline in heel-rise performance, a variety of factors in older adults may also influence peak heel height and ankle joint angles. For example, gender, weight, foot posture, foot and ankle mobility, and fitness level may modify expectations of heel-height performance and foot-ankle kinematics. The findings of the current study highlight the need for clinicians to expect slightly lower heel height during a single-limb heel rise in older participants.

**Limitations**

There are several limitations of the current study that should be considered when interpreting the results. The findings of the current study could have been influenced by the severity of AAFD, as determined by the inclusion criteria, and sample characteristics. For example, the groups differed significantly in terms of weight and body mass index (TABLE 1). However, it should be noted that weight was not associated with foot-ankle kinematics in the current study. The kinematic model used in our study lacked specificity with respect to foot joints and represented the sum of motion of several joints (ie, talonavicular, naviculocuneiform, medial cuneiform-first metatarsal). Also, a criticism of only reporting joint angles is that they are potentially influenced by the use of the subtalar neutral position to define a common foot position to compare foot-ankle kinematics. Therefore, both joint angles and excursions were reported. Further, the average subtalar neutral-position angle was statistically equivalent between groups, and the differences between groups were large, suggesting the comparisons in joint angles were not biased by the subtalar neutral position.

**CONCLUSION**

This study demonstrated that participants with stage 2 AAFD achieved lower heel-rise height during a single-leg heel rise compared to a healthy control group. Both forefoot and rearfoot kinematics in the sagittal plane, not the frontal plane, were altered in participants with stage 2 AAFD when compared to healthy controls. This finding suggests that abnormal kinematics of both the forefoot and rearfoot contribute...
to the difficulty in achieving heel-rise height in persons with AAFD. In addition, the older control group demonstrated lower heel-rise height than the younger control group, indicating that clinical expectations of heel-rise performance may need to be adjusted for age.

**KEY POINTS**

**FINDINGS:** Altered sagittal plane kinematics of the first metatarsal and ankle, as opposed to abnormal subtalar evasion, appear to be kinematic factors that contribute to a lower heel-rise height in persons with AAFD.

**IMPLICATIONS:** Heel-rise height during a single-limb heel rise may be a useful clinical metric in persons with AAFD. In contrast, assessing subtalar evasion during the single-limb heel rise may have limited clinical utility due to the small magnitude and inconsistency of this kinematic pattern in persons with AAFD.

**CAUTION:** While individuals with AAFD demonstrated abnormal foot and ankle kinematics, neither the cause of instability nor the mechanism to restore kinematics is known. Also, these findings are specific to the severity (stage 2) of AAFD and the kinematic methods used.
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